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Abstract. Content adaptive true motion estimator for
H.264 video coding is a fast block-based matching estimator with implemented multi-stage approach to estimate
motion fields between two image frames. It considers the
theory of 3D scene objects projection into 2D image plane
for selection of motion vector candidates from the higher
stages. The stages of the algorithm and its hierarchy are
defined upon motion estimation reliability measurement
(image blocks including two different directions of spatial
gradient, blocks with one dominant spatial gradient and
blocks including minimal spatial gradient). Parameters of
the image classification into stages are set adaptively upon
image structure. Due to search strategy are the estimated
motion fields more corresponding to a true motion in an
image sequence as in the case of conventional motion
estimation algorithms that use fixed sets of motion vector
candidates from tight neighborhood.
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1. Introduction
Motion estimation and compensation is an important
part of the most of today used video compression standards, such as MPEG-1/2/4 and ITU-T H.261/263/264,
since it can effectively reduce temporal redundancy that
exists between frames of video sequences. Block based
motion estimation (ME) techniques are the ones most
widely used due to their relative implementation simplicity
and efficiency. The idea is to partition the current frame in
time t into small square blocks of pixels and by using a
predefined distortion criterion locate the best match for
these blocks inside a reference frame in time t-dt or t+dt.
This best match is then used as a predictor for the block in
the current frame, whereas the displacement between the
two blocks defines a motion vector (MV) which is associated with the current block. Thus, it is only necessary to
send the motion vector and additional residue block defined as the quantized difference between the current block

and the predictor. This method, in general, requires significantly fewer bits than the direct coding of the original.
The research in the field of ME has a long history but
there are still things that can be improved or be done by
another approach. Several algorithms have been proposed
in an effort to reduce complexity by reducing the number
of checking points examined. The most known techniques
are for example the 3-step search [1] and the Diamond
search (DS) [2], [3] algorithms. These techniques, even
though could make the search faster, unfortunately
balanced by considerably lower quality as by the
exhaustive search also called Full search (FS). Then
algorithms that not only reduce the number of checking
points, but can also retain, and in many cases improve,
video quality were presented. These techniques can
accomplish this by initially considering several highly
likely predictors (from the current block spatial/temporal
neighborhood) and introducing early stopping criteria to
terminate the search when some of the candidates met the
threshold. This group of ME techniques represent for
example the Predictive DS [4] and the Enhanced predictive
zonal search (EPZS) [5]. The last named EPZS algorithm
was accepted by Joint Video Team of ISO/IEC MPEG &
ITU-T VCEG for implementation in H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
Reference Software, [6].
There presented ME algorithm struggles to minimize
negative influence of the ME ambiguity problems [7] on
output quality that are still current despite of long year
research in this field. Due to ME ambiguity the estimated
motion fields are in some cases chaotic and have poor
relation with the true motion of objects in the scene. Then
the results are wrong predictors that cause larger bits
demands to encode block residues. Used approach to
accomplish minimization of ME ambiguity influence is
completely new in its basis. Our adaptive ME reliability
measurement is used [8] to distinguish the most problematic image blocks for ME. Not minor novelty consists
in the selection of the most likely candidates for the current
block MV which appears to be the most important feature
and the key of algorithms performance. In the selection ME
reliability measurement and the nature of the projection
theory from 3-D scene to 2-D image plane is reflected [9],
[10]. That is the largest difference against conventional
“hard wired“ tight spatial neighborhood selection in the
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3DRS, PDS as well as the EPZS algorithms. Due to used
approach in our ME algorithm it can be labeled as adaptive
true motion estimator.

2. Prior Work
Our previous work in the field of ME involves two
ME algorithms named “true region motion field estimator”
(TRMF) [11], and “modified TRMF“ [12], from which
there presented algorithm outgoes. Both TRMF algorithms
used the concepts of 3DRS and PDS algorithms considering predictive criteria based on recursive and multi stage
approach. The difference between them was in the used
approach in image blocks classification. In the TRMF
search algorithm graph-based image segmentation in combination with feature detection algorithm [13], [14] was
used, modified TRMF search involved only feature detection algorithm.
Both algorithms achieved better results as the DS and
the 3DRS algorithms especially in the case of synthetic
image sequences. The performance (in PSNR) of the both
TRMF search algorithms against the PDS algorithm was
balanced (+/- 0.1dB). The TRMF search achieved +0.05dB
better PSNR value as the modified TRMF search but its
execution time was 0.1 times longer. The largest drawback
of the both TRMF search algorithms against the well
known EPZS algorithm consists in missing zero candidate
and early stop conditions.

The luminance variation in a video sequence is represented by I(x,y,t). An image point (x,y) at time t is moved
to (x+dx,y+dy) at time t+dt. Under the constant intensity
assumption (image point has the same intensity along the
trajectory of movement) it can be written
(1)

Using Taylor’s expansion, when dx, dy, dt are small, and
combining the result with (1) yields
∂I
∂I
∂I
d x + d y + dt = 0
∂x
∂y
∂t

As shown in Fig. 1, the flow vector v at any points (x,
y) can be decomposed into two orthogonal components as
v = vn en + vt et

(2)

(4)

where en is the direction vector of the image gradient
⎡ ∂I ∂I ⎤
∇I = ⎢ , ⎥
⎣ ∂x ∂y ⎦

(5)

to be called the normal direction, and et is orthogonal to en,
to be called the tangent direction. Three consequences as in
[7] from (3) are:
• Underdetermined component vt: there is only one
equation for two unknowns (vx and vy, or vn and vt).
That can be dealt with the motion measurement
applied to a block of pixels [15].
• Aperture problem: the projection of the motion vector
along the normal direction is fixed, with
vn = −

3. Ambiguity in Motion Estimation

I ( x + d x , y + d y , t + dt ) = I ( x, y, t ) .

Fig. 1. Decomposition of motion v into normal (vnen) and
tangent (vtet) components [7].

∂I
/ ∇I
∂t

(6)

where as the projection onto the tangent direction, vt ,
is undetermined. Any value of vt would satisfy the
optical flow equation. The word “aperture“ refers to
the small window over which to apply the constant
intensity assumption. The motion can be estimated
uniquely only if the aperture contains at least two different gradient directions.
• Indeterminate flow vector: in regions with constant
brightness so that ||∇I|| = 0, the flow vector is indeterminate. The estimation of motion is reliable only in
regions with brightness variation, i.e., regions with
edges or non-flat textures.

in terms of the motion vector (dx,dy). Dividing both sides
by dt it results in
∂I
∂I
∂I
vx + v y +
=0
∂x
∂y
∂t

(3)

where (vx,vy) represent the components of velocity vector v.
The above equation is known as the optical flow equation
[7].

4. 3-D Motion Projection
to the 2-D Image Plane
There are some few aspects to consider for ME used
in the video coding systems. That are:
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• the goal is to estimate the motion of image points, i.e.,
the 2-D motion or apparent motion,
• motion is estimated based on the variations of intensity and color in image points,
• in regard to a projection of 3-D scene objects onto the
image plane, the motion of neighboring image points
within the object’s projection area is very similar [9].
The assumption that the motion of neighboring image
points within the object’s projection area (Fig. 2.) is very
similar is in our algorithm included in a bigger manner than
only estimating motion vectors for blocks of image points.
Let assume that the object from the scene is projected
in 2-D image (Fig. 2.) in such a way, that the object’s projection area (OPA) (Fig. 3.) is larger than one block of
pixels. Than it could be assumed that the motion of all
blocks within the same OPA is very similar. Taking into
consideration simple rigid 3-D object that undergoes
translation motion parallel to 2-D image scanning plane, it
can be formulated these assumptions for the observed motion in the 2-D image plane:

5. Description of the Content Adaptive
True Motion Estimator
The Content Adaptive True Motion Estimator algorithm consists of three processing blocks as shown in Fig.
4.: adaptive image blocks evaluation of ME reliability, MV
candidates selection and multi stage ME with use of EPZS
framework including search and early stopping conditions.
In comparison with the conventional ME algorithms that
take into consideration MV candidates from spatial
neighborhood [17], [4], [5] are instead of automatically
taken candidates from the tight neighborhood (left, top,
top-right, top-left) selected the candidates that are characterized with a higher ME reliability than current. The
method of MV candidates selection upon ME reliability
measure (presence of ME ambiguity type) coincides with
the assumptions for 2-D motion from previous paragraph.
Chosen approach requires multi stage ME scheme that
starts with the highest and ends with the lowest reliability
MVs.

• motion of neighboring image points/blocks within
OPA is similar,
• motion of inner pixels/blocks of the OPA can be recovered from the motion of the OPA boundary
pixels/objects (edges, corners),
• motion of edge pixels/blocks of the OPA can be recovered from the motion of corner pixels/blocks.
When size of the image blocks is small, in comparison with
the size of OPA, the previous assumptions can be used for
almost all types of motions. That showed useful [8], [16],
[11], [12], for ME to recover missing motion components
of image blocks where some of the ambiguity was present.
In general way the corner elements of OPAs boundary are
trouble free for ME, on contrary ME of edge components
meets with the aperture problem and ME of OPAs inner is
the most problematic due to obviously including small or
zero brightness variability.

Fig. 2. 3-D Scene objects projection in 2-D image plane.

Fig. 4. Principal scheme of the Content Adaptive True Motion
Estimator.

5.1 Adaptive Image Blocks Evaluation of ME
Reliability
The reliability of ME for each image block is
influenced with the occurrence of the type of ME
ambiguity listed in the 3rd chapter. There are classified
three types of image blocks in relation to ME from the
highest to the lowest reliability estimation: trouble free
estimation, aperture problem (undetermined vt component)
and indeterminate MV (undetermined both vt, vn
components). Covariance matrix of the image block which
is a good indicator of the distribution of image spatial
gradient over a rectangle block [10] is used to classify
image blocks to three classes upon ME reliability.
Measurement of image structures distribution is in the
literature also called feature detection [13], [10], [18]. The
algorithm is based on the relationship between eigenvalues
λ1, λ2 (8) of an image covariance matrix A:
A=

⎛ a11

∑ ∑ ⎜a

x∈Rx y∈Ry

⎝

21

a12 ⎞
⎟
a22 ⎠

(7)

where
2

Fig. 3. Description of object projection area elements in 2-D
image plane.

⎛ ∂I ( x, y , t + Δt ) ⎞
a11 = ⎜
⎟ ,
∂x
⎝
⎠

a12 =

∂ 2 I ( x , y , t + Δt )
,
∂x∂y
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∂ 2 I ( x, y, t + Δt )
,
∂y∂x
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values from the groups of discrete values

2

⎛ ∂I ( x, y, t + Δt ) ⎞
a22 = ⎜
⎟ .
∂y
⎝
⎠

1
2
= ⎡( a11 + a22 ) ± 4a12 a21 + ( a11 − a22 ) ⎤
⎦⎥
2 ⎣⎢

Λ1 ∈ H1 ={ λ1 (0),λ1 (1),...,λ1 (i),...,λ1 (m)}

(8)

Summarizing the relationship between the matrix A and
image block structure, small eigenvalues of A correspond
to a relatively constant intensity (||∇I|| = 0) within an image
block which is referred to as the block with the lowest
reliability ME. It is usually valid for the inner of OPA. In
the further text these blocks will be marked as flat blocks.
A pair of large and small eigenvalues correspond to an unidirectional texture pattern (one dominant direction of the
∇I ) and that block which satisfies this is referred to as the
block with the middle reliability ME, in the next referred to
as edge blocks (they commonly create edge element of
OPAs boundary as shown in Fig. 3). Two large eigenvalues represent the blocks with the highest reliability ME
(two different directions of the ∇I ) and in the further text
are denoted as the corner blocks (in general coincide with
the corner elements of OPAs boundary).
Image blocks classification is influenced with two parameters: maximal permitted difference between eigenvalues DIFTH (in percentage) for the corner blocks and the
threshold for minimal eigenvalues MINTH for the edge and
corner blocks (in ppm from the maximal theoretical eigenvalue for the selected image block size). Blocks classification depending on these parameters is described in Fig. 5.

Λ 2 ∈ H 2 ={ λ2 (0),λ2 (1),...,λ2 (i),...,λ2 (m)}

(9)

where λ1(i), λ2(i) are the eigenvalues of image covariance
matrix A of the image block i=1,2,…,m. The groups H1, H2
can be split into k class intervals of size step

(

*
Ii,j = I ( λ1,i* ) , I ( λ2,j
)

)

(10)

where
I ( λ1,i* ) = λ1,*i −

step * step ⎞ ,
, λ1,i +
⎟
2
2 ⎠

*
I ( λ2,j
) = λ2,* j −

step *
step ⎞
, λ2, j +
⎟
2
2 ⎠

(11)

and i=1,2,…,k, j=1,2,…,k, λ*1,i, λ*1,j are middle values of
interval Ii,j. When taking T(Λ1,Λ2) as discrete random
vector with the probability function f(λ1,λ2), it can be
written for each class interval Ii,j the equation for
occurrence probability of the discrete random vector
T(Λ1,Λ2) inside the interval Ii,j (histogram’s interval
values):

(

)

Pi , j Λ1 ∈ I ( λ1,*i ) , Λ 2 ∈ I ( λ2,* j ) =

=

∑

( )

∑

( )

f ( λ1 , λ2 )

(12)

*
λ1 ∈I λ1,* i λ2 ∈I λ2,
j

From the examination of the eigenvalues histograms of
different common image sequences in [8] it can be written:
• the probability of image blocks occurrence decreases
with the increase of λ1, λ2,
• in histograms there are notable gaps (lowest image
blocks occurrence probability) within the regions with
the high and low values of λ1, λ2 and as well as
among regions with large and small difference between λ1, λ2.

Fig. 5. Image blocks classification into three types: corner
blocks, edge blocks and flat blocks [8].

The classification of the image blocks into the named
classes designates the blocks from that MV candidates for
the ME of the current block will be taken. From that implies that image blocks classification parameters (DIFTH,
MINTH) have a large influence on the exactness of predicted MV which directly affects the ME performance as
shown in [8]. Tests showed that the best performance of
the ME algorithm was reached with the thresholds that are
set adaptively upon current image content. We used statistic properties, in concrete the histogram, of image blocks
covariance matrix eigenvalues distribution for the assumed
standard image sequence [8].

5.1.1 Image Covariance Eigenvalues Statistic
Let Λ1, Λ2 be probability random variables with

5.1.2 MINth Threshold
It shows useful to compute the sums of histogram Pi,j
values for the intervals Iij those middle values fulfill
condition
λ2,* j = MINTH − λ1,*i

(13)

for every MINTH ∈ 0, MINTH max (ppm). It is the equation
of line on which the eigenvalues of the same sum are lying.
The MINTH value that gives minimal sum of histogram Pi,j
values after appearance of two largest local maxima,
designates the proper MINTH. Minimal sum should not be
searched in the whole MINTH range because from the
global view the sum of Pij for intervals Iij that fulfill (13) is
a decreasing function. We have empirically selected the
MINTHmax to be 30000 ppm which corresponds to a standard deviation of brightness values inside a block equal to
15.61. It is searched for the minimum after two largest
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local maxima due to expectation that each ordinary image
contains two most numerous types of image blocks that
should be classified as flat: blocks with almost zero spatial
gradient (constant brightness regions) and blocks with “salt
and pepper” texture with small spatial gradient (noise and
soft textured areas) [8].

5.1.3 DIFth Threshold

λ2,* j

The A candidate set includes only one predictor
A=(dax,day) that is considered to be the most likely candidate (optimal predictor). It is calculated from the B set
predictors (except zero predictor B0) as the weighted mean
value [19]:
4

As in the case of MINTH, the DIFTH is assigned following the eigenvalues histogram properties. In contrast to
finding MINTH, in the case of DIFTH determination is
searched for the first local maximum of the sums of histogram Pi,j values for the intervals Iij those middle values
fulfill condition:
100 − DIFTH *
λ1,i
=
100

est MV predictors within corner and edge blocks are selected.

(14)

for every DIFTH ∈ 0,100 (%). It is the equation of line on
which the eigenvalues with the same percentage difference
between them are lying. The sum of Pi,j values increases
with increasing percentage difference between eigenvalues.
This property results from the ordinary image in which the
probability occurrence of sharp edges is higher then of
sharp corners. The search for the first maximal increase of
the occurrence probability sum starting at DIFTH=0% is
done due to finding most numerous group of image blocks
with the lowest difference between eigenvalues. That
image blocks are the highest quality blocks from the view
of the largest ME reliability due to including minimal two
different directions of spatial gradient [8].

5.2 Selection of the MV Candidates
The MV candidates are defined in two sets A and B.
In the selection ME reliability measurement and the nature
of the projection theory from 3-D scene to 2-D image plane
is reflected. It means that the candidates are selected
among previously calculated higher reliability MV than
current. Each image blocks class has its own definition of
MV candidates except for the corner blocks that do not
have any MV candidate (A, B sets include only zero candidates).
The second B candidate set for edge and flat blocks
MV=(dx,dy) with coordinate [x,y] consists of zero predictor
B0=(0,0) and four predictors Bc=(dbxc,dbyc), c=1,2,3,4 with
positions [xc,yc] found in four directions in maximal TH
distance from the current block:
• left-up B1[<x-TH,x), <y,y-TH>],
• right-up B2[<x,x+TH>, <y,y-TH>],
• left-down B3[<x-TH,x), (y,y+TH>],
• right-down B4[(x,x+TH>, (y,y+TH>].
As predictors MVs of the nearest blocks that belong to a
higher ME reliability level than current are taken. It means
that for the edge blocks the nearest MV predictors within
corner blocks are selected and for the flat blocks the near-

dax =

∑ w db
c

c =1

4

∑ wc

xc

4

, da y =

c =1

∑ w db
c

c =1

yc

4

(15)

∑ wc
c =1

where weights are used
4

{wc }c =1
4

⎧ min { CD }4 ⎫
c c =1 ⎪
⎪
=⎨
⎬
CD
c
⎩⎪
⎭⎪c =1

(16)

involving the distance |CDc| between the current MV and
the candidate predictor Bc. This proceeding guaranties
continuous tracking of the motion speed and direction
variations in the case of rotation, zoom or translation not
parallel with 2-D image scanning plane.

5.3 Multi Stage ME with EPZS Scheme
An algorithm for the adaptive true motion estimator is
in compact form represented with the scheme in Fig. 6. In
the scheme is in addition to findings described in previous
sections and subsections annexed EPZS scheme [5] for the
own search and early stopping conditions. The ME algorithm was implemented in the H.264 reference software
version Jm12.2 from the Joint Video Team of ISO/IEC
MPEG & ITU-T VCEG [6]. The existing EPZS implementation was used to which additional processing steps
for adaptive image blocks evaluation of ME reliability and
the selection of the MV candidates were added. The MV
candidates in original EPZS were replaced by there described.

6. Results
The proposed motion estimation algorithm is applied
to the JVT encoder [6] with the variable-block ME/MC
delimited to only 16:16 blocks, ±16 pixels motion search
range, full pixel precision, disabled chroma ME, using one
reference frame, and rate-distortion optimization. Several
image sequences from [21], each of them with 100 frames,
were used for this experiment. Each sequence is
compressed with the scheme of I,P,P,..., i.e., only the 1st
frame is INTRA, while the others are INTER frames
without the B frame. The proposed method is compared to
the fast ME algorithms implemented in JM12.2 source
code: UMHexagon search [20] and EPZS [5] algorithm.
The EPZS algorithm had disabled temporal and spatial
memory predictors to discover the influence of the spatial
predictors selection. There presented algorithm used for the
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Reference image I(x,y,t- t) of size [width x height]
Image I(x,y,t) of size [width x height] to be predicted
Adaptive Image Blocksi Evaluation of ME Reliability
i

block size [BSize x BSize]
width/BSize)x(height/BSize)-1

Corner Blocks [C]

Edge Blocks [E]

execution time

image blocks classification the size of image block identical to the size of blocks for ME/MC, i.e., 16:16 pixels.

Flat Blocks [F]

Zero Candidates
EPZS
[Corner Blocks[i]]
i

test sequences despite another used approach. There presented ME algorithm (CATME) does not overcome another two algorithms throughout all the test sequences, but
the improvement is observable in some of them. In comparison with EPZS CATME is better in the case of
“bridge-close“ (in average +0.023 dB), “claire“ (in average
+0.03 dB) and especially in “news“ sequence (in average
+0.17 dB). In average CATME achieved higher SNR as
UMHex in the case of “news“ (+0.05 dB). The video sequences in which CATME achieved higher SNR include
large areas with low brightness change and the scene composition is easy to recognize. From the graphs of
SNR=f(Bit-Rate) the increase of CATME performance can
be seen especially for the Bit-Rate range from 80 kbps to
140 kbps.

C-1

MVi Candidates

7. Conclusions

EPZS
[Edge Blocks[i]]
i

E-1

MVi Candidates
EPZS
[Flat Blocks[i]]

Estimated MV field

i

F-1

Fig. 6. Algorithm of the adaptive true motion estimator
(C, E,F-counts of detected corner , edge and flat blocks).

Results of algorithms comparison with the test sequences
are reported with the summarization table Tab. 1. where
there are the Y component SNR values at the 110kbps.
Dependence graphs of SNR from the bit-rate are shown in
Fig. 7.
test
sequence
100 frames
QCIF

ME algorithm
EPZS
BitRate

UMHex
BitSNR(Y) Rate
[dB]
[kbps]

CATME
BitSNR(Y) Rate
[dB]
[kbps]

SNR(Y)
[dB]

[kbps]

salesman

38.49

110.2

38.52

110.0

38.52

110.1

news

38.16

110.2

38.28

110.2

38.49

110.2

highway

38.08

110.1

38.19

109.8

38.04

110.4

claire

44.06

108.9

44.17

109.1

43.85

109.5

carphone

35.00

110.2

35.06

110.1

34.96

110.1

bridgeclose

36.45

110.7

36.48

110.7

36.48

110.7

Tab. 1. Comparison of the conventional algorithms EPZS and
UMHex with there presented Content Adaptive True
Motion Estimator (CATME).

The SNR performance of all three compared algorithms is
very similar (average deviation 0.06 dB) within all video

We presented the original ME algorithm that adapts
itself to the input data to overcome ME ambiguity and tries
to estimate motion fields more corresponding to the true
motion of objects in a scene. Our content adaptive true
motion estimator incorporates adaptive ME reliability
measurement in conjunction with the nature of the
projection theory from the 3-D scene to the 2-D image
plane. This approach helps to select more corresponding
candidates for the MV estimation that lead to higher
performance especially in video sequences where large low
brightness variability areas are present as well as consisting
from easy separable objects. In the future CATME
algorithm would be applied in the real-time frame-rate up
conversion and examined prediction quality metric taking
into consideration the human visual system, for example
[22].
Performance within the “bridge-close, “claire“,
“news“ test sequences as well as results of our previous
works [8],[11],[12],[16] justify the theory we used for
there presented ME algorithm. Essential attribute of the
algorithm is not serious decrease of its performance in the
case of inputs that do not meet inquiry of easy separable
objects.
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Fig. 7. Graphs of SNR dependent from the Bit-Rate for ”salesman”, ”news”, ”highway”, ”claire”, ”carphone” and ”bridge-close” video QCIF
sequences.
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